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Green gives an extensive account of the representation theory of Schur 
algebras in his recent monograph [ 171. These algebras provide a con- 
venient framework for discussing the theory of finite dimensional K- 
representations of the general linear group GL,,(K) and for comparing this 
with the K-representation theory of the symmetric group G(n) (I( denotes 
an infinite field). The purpose of this paper is to set Schur algebras and 
their representations in the context of algebraic group representation 
theory. Specifically, we detinc an R-algebra S,(X), for each finite saturated 
set II of dominant weights of a semisimple, complex, finite dimensional Lie 
algebra g. The construction depends on the choice of a Chevalley basis of g 
and, in keeping with the spirit of recent work of Akin, Buchsbaum, and 
Weyman [ 1, 2, 33, the base ring R is allowed to be an arbitrary principal 
ideal domain. The algebras Sx(7c) are free of finite rank over R and are 
stable under base change: S,(n) z R @zSI( x). Taking g = .~I,,( C) and 
choosing 7~ carefully, we obtain the Schur algebras so that the construction 
generalizes that of the Schur algebras. When K is an algebraically closed 
field, modules for S,(n) may also be regarded as modules for the universal 
Chevalley group G, (defined by the Chevalley basis). The representation 
theory of comodules, as in Green [ 161, provides a medium for comparing 
the cohomology theories and in fact one has an isomorphism 
Ext&,n,(M, N) z Extz,(M, N), where Extz,( -, - ) denotes Hochschild 
cohomology [21]. From this it follows, via a result of Cline et al. [S], that 
S,(n) has finite global dimension: a result also obtained, in the case of 
Schur algebras, by Akin and Buchsbaum [3]. 
Various new results on the representation theory of the Schur algebras 
may be obtained via our point of view. These are mainly concerned with 
the structure of projective modules. By applying the Schur functor (see 
Green [ 17, Chap. 67) we obtain results on the representation theory of the 
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symmetric groups. For example, we obtain that the Young modules 
(studied by James [22], Grabmeier [15], and Green [18]) have a Specht 
series, in particular the projective indecomposable modules have a Specht 
series. The details are given in part II of this paper [ 123. 
One feature of the set up in Green [ 171, which is lacking in the present 
general context is the tight relationship between representations of the 
Schur algebras and the symmetric groups. Unfortunately, on grounds of 
dimension, it does not seem possible to arrange for the group algebra of an 
arbitrary Weyl group to appear as the endomorphism algebra of a right 
weight space of a “generalized Schur algebra” SR(rr) (cf. Green [ 17 (6.ld)] 
for the Schur algebra case) though it is probably possible to get a good 
approximation to the group algebra in this way. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we deal with the 
representation theoretic properties of coalgebras needed in the sequel. Sec- 
tion 2 is concerned with representations of reductive groups and we 
produce coalgebras A(rc) which turn out to be dual to the generalised 
Schur algebras. In Section 3 we give the construction of the SR(rr). Much of 
this is based on the Z-forms of Chevalley and Kostant and we have tried to 
give a rather full treatment of the connection between them. 
1. C~MODULE THEORY 
1.1. Let k be a field and let (C, p, E) be a k-coalgebra (often 
denoted by C for short). Our general reference for the representation 
theory of coalgebras is Green 1161, but adopt the opposite convention 
regarding right and left comodules: our notion of a right comodule is that 
defined in Sweedler [28]. Let Mod(C) be the category of right C- 
comodules and comodule homomorphisms. By [ 16, (lSa), Corollary], 
Mod(C) contains enough injectives. Thus we may form the right derived 
functors of various left exact functors. In particular, for XE Mod(C), we 
have the derived functors Ext;.(X, -), i30, of Horn&X, - ). 
Let S = C* = Hom,( C, k), the dual algebra of C (see [28, 1.11). There is 
a functorf’ from Mod(C) to the category of left S-modules. For 
VE Mod(C), with structure map r: V + V@ C, fV is the same k-space V 
but regarded as a left S-module via the rule yu = (10~) z(u), for u E V, 
y E S, where 1 denotes the identity map V -+ V. For a morphism 0: V -+ V 
of right C-comodules, ,fe is the same k-map 0 but now regarded as an S- 
module homomorphism. Usually, we shall omit ,f and simply say we are 
regarding V E Mod(C) as a left S-module. 
( 1. la) If C is finite dimensional and A’, YE Mod(C) then Ext;.(X, Y) z 
Ext j;( A’, Y) for all i 3 0. 
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This is well known; a proof runs as follows. We have Horn&X, Z) = 
Hom&X,JZ) for ZE Mod(C). Hence we have the factorisation 
Horn&X, - ) = Hom,(jX, - ) of: Moreover, f takes injectives to injectives 
(and hence to Hom,(fl, - )-acyclics) and f is exact. So taking derived 
functors we obtain Ext;.(X, - ) z Extj;(fl, - ) OJ for all i > 0. In particular, 
we have Ext>(X, Y) z Ext$(fX,fl). 
Now let E be a subcoalgebra of C. For VE Mod(B), with structure map 
r: V+ V@B, we may also regard V as a C-comodule: we denote by P the 
k-space V viewed as a C-comodule via 5 = (1 @i) t: V-+ V@ C, where 
i: B+ C is inclusion. Formally, we have the inflation functor inf: 
Mod(B) + Mod(C) with inf V= a for VE Mod(B) and, for a morphism 
0: V-+ v’ of B-comodules, inf 8 is the same k-map 0 viewed as a morphism 
of C-comodules. 
We now consider a “right inverse” of inflation. Let us say that 
VE Mod(C) belongs to B if the coefficient space, cf( V) (see [ 16, 1.21) of V 
is contained in B. (If B is a block of C this agrees with the usual sense of 
belonging [ 16, 1.61). Let Mod( C; B) be the full subcategory of Mod(C) 
whose objects are the C-comodules belonging to B. Note that each 
VE Mod(C; B) has the form inf M for a unique M E Mod(B). Among the 
subcomodules belonging to B, of an arbitrary C-comodule V, there is a 
unique maximal one (this follows from [ 16, ( 1.2c)]) which we denote by 
B V. We denote by F, V the B-comodule such that inf F, V= B V. A 
morphism 0: V -+ v’ of C-comodules takes B V into B v’ (by [ 16, ( 1.2c)(i)] 
and so we obtain a morphism F,& F, V+ F, v’ by restriction. We thus 
have a left exact functor F,: Mod(C) + Mod(B). From the construction: 
(l.lb) For k’~Mod(B) we have F,(inf V)= V. 
The following properties are also useful. 
( 1 .lc) Let VE Mod(B) and WE Mod(C). Then we have an isomorphism 
of k-spaces Hom,( V, F, W) + Hom,(inf V, W) sending c( E Hom.( V, F, W) 
to ~'3 ~1, where j: Fs W -+ W is inclusion. 
( l.ld) The functor F, takes injectives to injectives. 
The proofs are routine. Moreover ( 1. lc) and (l.ld) are special cases of 
[9, 3(c), (f)] since (using the notation of [9]) inf is naturally isomorphic 
to j, and F, to j”. 
1.2. Let {S,: A E ,4 } be a full set of simple C-comodules and let 7c 
be a subset of A. We say that a C-comodule V belongs to rc if AE~C 
whenever S, is a composition factor of V. Among all subcomodules which 
belong to rr, of a C-comodule V, there is a unique maximal one which we 
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denote by O,(V). For a morphism 0: V+ v’ of C-comodules we obtain a 
map O,(0): O,( I’) + O,( I”) by restriction. Thus 0, is a left exact functor 
from Mod(C) to Mod(C). 
Viewing C itself as a right C-comodule we obtain a subcomodule 
C(rc) = O,(C) of C. As a C-comodule, the coefficient space cj(C(rr)) is an 
epimorphic image of a direct sum of copies of C(n), by [ 16, 1.21 so that 
cf(C(rc)) belongs to rr, by [16, (1.2c)(i)] and so cf(C(n))< C(n). Thus 
C(rc) is a subcoalgebra of C. Suppose that VE Mod(C) and I’belongs to rc. 
Applying 0, to the embedding t: V+ I’@ C we obtain that r( I’) < 
I’@ O,(C) so that cf( V) < C(z). In particular cfO,( I’)) < C(n) for every 
I/E Mod(C). Thus we may regard O,(V) as a C(n)-comodule via 
“deflation.” More precisely, we define, for VE Mod(C), d,( V) E Mod( C(n)) 
to be the unique C(z)-comodule such that inf 6,( V) = O,( I’). We regard 
0, as a functor via restriction of maps and, putting B = C( rr), it is not dif- 
ficult to see: 
(1.2a) 0, = inf. F,. 
We should also record at this point: 
(1.2b) For all i > 0, R’O, commutes with direct limits. 
The argument, based on the local finiteness of C-comodules, is the same 
as that used in [20, Proposition 2.9, Chap. III] to prove that sheaf 
cohomology on a Noetherian space commutes with direct limits. 
2. REDUCTIVE GROUPS 
2.1. Let G be a linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed 
field K. We regard the coordinate ring K[G] as a K-coalgebra in the usual 
way. By a G-module we mean a right K[G]-comodule and we denote by 
Mod(G) the category of G-modules. There is an equivalence of categories 
between Mod(G) and the category of modules for the group algebra which 
are rational in the usual sense (see, e. g., [S, Sect. 21). For G-modules U, I’ 
and i> 0 we denote by ExtL( U, V) the K-space ExtkCG.,( U, V). The 
cohomology group H’(G, I’), for i > 0, is defined to be Ext;;(K, V), where K 
denotes the trivial one dimensional G-module. 
We now take G to be reductive, let B be a Bore1 subgroup and T a 
maximal torus of G contained in B. Let X be the character group of T, let 
E = R Oz X and fix a positive definite, nonsingular, bilinear form ( , ) on E, 
invariant under the action of the Weyl group W= NJ T)/T. Let @ denote 
the set of roots of G with respect o T and let @+ be the set of a E @ such 
that --CI is a weight of the Lie algebra Lie(B) of B, with respect to the 
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adjoint action of T. Then @ + is a system of positive roots in @ and deter- 
mines a base A of @. There is a natural partial order on X: we say 13 p 
(for A, pEEX) if 2-p is a sum of positive roots. 
Let 52 be a subset of A and let P= P, be the parabolic subgroup of G 
containing B such that the set of nonzero weights of Lie(P) is Qn u @ , 
where Qn = (Z’n) n (D. We put 
x*= {AEX: (i,d’)>O for all 2 E Q ), 
where cl” = 25r/(r, Z) for c( E @. For ;( E X we let Kj. denote the one-dimen- 
sional B-module on which T acts with weight 2. We put Y,(j&) = Indp(Kj,), 
the induced module (see, e. g., [S, 1.11). We let L,(i) be the socle of 
Y,(l), for i E X,, then (L,(I): i. E X,,} is a full set of simple P-modules 
(see [ll, 1.71). 
A P-module has a good filtration if it has an ascending filtration 
0 = V,,, V, . . . . . such that, for each i > 0, V,/V, , is either 0 or isomorphic to 
Y,(J) for some 2 E X,. For a P-module V with a good filtration 
0 = V,,, V, ,..., the multiplicity of Y,(1) in the filtration, i.e., the cardinality 
of ( i > 0: V,/V, , z Y,(I) I., is independent of the choice of filtration (see 
[ 11, ( 12.1 .l )]) and denoted ( V: Y,(I.)). We shall soon need the following 
result. 
(2.la) Let 1 E X, and let V he a P-module with a good ,filtration and a 
simple socle L,(i). Then (V: Y,(A)) = 1 and p > i. whenever ( V: YQ(p)) # 0. 
For V finite dimensional this follows from [ 11, Proposition 3.2.61. From 
the definitions we have, for V of arbitrary dimension, that if ( V: Y,(z)) > n 
for some positive integer n and z E X,, then (M: Y,(T)) 3 n for some finite 
dimensional submodule M with a good filtration. Thus (2.la) follows for 
general V from the finite dimensional case. 
Let n be a subset of X, which is saturated, i.e., whenever 1” E rc and ,D is 
an element of X, satisfying /I < il we have p E TC. Taking C = K[ P], we have 
the functor of 1.2. 
(2.1 b) EGerJ, P-module V kth a good ,filtration is O,-acyclic, i. e., 
(RIO,) V=O.ftir all i>O. 
The proof goes by induction of i. Let i > 0 and, if i > 1, assume that 
(R’ ‘0,) v’ = 0 for every P-module v’ with a good filtration. By (1.2b) 
and the long exact sequence, it suffices to show that, for each 1.~ X,,, 
R’O,) Y,(jk) = 0. Let G = {p E X,: ,u d ,I} and let E,(2) be the injective 
envelope of L,(l) as a P-module. Then O,(E,(A)) = Y,(A) by [ 11, 12.1.3), 
(12.1.6)] and (2.la) we have a short exact sequence 
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where Q has a good filtration. By the long exact sequence of cohomology 
we obtain an exact sequence 
and an isomorphism (R’O,) Q + (R’+‘O,) Y,(n) for eachj3 1. The exact 
sequence, together with [ 11, (12.1.2) J implies that (RO,) Y,(1) = 0. If 
i> 1, the inductive hypothesis together with the above isomorphism with 
j=i- 1 give (R’O,) Y,(I.)=O. 
(2. lc) Every P-module V belonging to 7c is Ox-acyclic. 
We show that for every such V we have (RIO,) V = 0 for i > 0, by induc- 
tion on i. Assume that i > 0 and (R’ ‘0,) v’ = 0 for every v’ belonging to 
71, if i > I. By ( 1.2~) and the long exact sequence of cohomology, it suffices 
to show that (R’O,) Ls2(1) = 0 for each 2 E TC. We have a short exact 
sequence 0 + L,(%) + Y,(i,) -+ Q + 0 with Q belonging to 71, by 
[ 11, (1.5.2)]. The resulting long exact sequence involving the derived 
functors of O,, together with (2.lb), gives (RIO,) L,(jb) =O. 
To complete the picture we prove the following. 
(2.ld) Suppose that V is a finite dimensional P-module which is O,- 
acyclic f’or every saturated subset IX ef A’,,. Then V has a good,filtration. 
We argue by induction on dim, V. Suppose that dim. V is positive and 
that the result holds for all modules of smaller dimension. Suppose that 
V’ = O,(V) is a proper submodule of V for some saturated subset z of X,,. 
Let CJ be any saturated subset 7c of X,. We have O,,, = 0, ~10, and 0, 
takes injectives to O,-acyclics (by [l I, (12.1.3), (12.1.6)] and (2.lb) above) 
so that we have a Grothendieck spectral sequence with E,-term 
(RIO,0 RIO,) V, converging to (R*O,,, ) V. By hypothesis V is OX-acyclic 
so that the spectral sequence degenerates and we have (R’O, 0 0,) Vs 
(RIO,, .) V for all i. Moreover, (R’O (? n .) V = 0 for all i > 0 by hypothesis 
so that (R’O,) O,( V) = 0 for all i > 0, i. e., v’ is O,-acyclic. By the inductive 
hypothesis we have that v’ has a good filtration. Moreover, the long exact 
sequence obtained from 0 -+ V’ + V -+ V/V’ + 0, by applying derived 
functors of O,, gives that V/v’ is O,-acyclic. Again by the inductive 
hypothesis, V/V’ has a good filtration and hence V has a good filtration. 
Thus we may assume that for every saturated subset 71 of X,, O,(V) is 
either 0 or V. This implies that the socle of V is homogeneous, isomorphic 
to a direct sum of copies of En(A), say. Let V, be a submodule of V 
isomorphic to L,(E.) and Q= V/V,. Let 7-t = {liXXR: P-C).}. From the 
short exact sequence 0 + V, -+ V -+ Q + 0, we obtain an isomorphism 
O,(Q) + (RO,) L,(i). However, the long exact sequence obtained from 
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the short exact sequence 0 + L,(I) --t Y,(i) + Y,(A)/L,(l.) + 0 gives an 
isomorphism Y,(L)/L,(J) -+ (RO,) L,(L) (since (RO,) Y,(J) = 0 by 
(2.lb)). Thus O,(Q) is isomorphic to Y,(i)/L,(i) and O,(Q) = M/V,, for 
some submodule A4 of V with simple socle L,(J) and dim,M = 
dim. Y,(1). Now embeds in the injective envelope ~~(3.)) of L,(%) and 
hence in O,(E,(%)), where rr= {,uEX~: p<n}. However, O,(E,(IL)) is 
isomorphic to Y,(n) by (2.la) above and [ll, (12.1.3), (12.1.6)]. Thus M 
embeds in Y,(n) and, by dimensions, M is isomorphic to Y,(i). 
We now have a short exact sequence 0 4 Y,(i) + V+ V/M + 0. The 
resulting long exact sequence, obtained by applying derived functors of 0, 
for G a saturated subset of X,, and (2.1 b) show that (R’O,)( V/M) = 0 for 
all i > 0. The inductive hypothesis now guarantees that V/M, and hence V, 
has a good filtration. 
Remark. Friedlander and Parshall [ 141 have introduced the notion of 
good filtration dimension (g. f. d.) for finite dimensional modules for an 
almost simple simply connected group. Following [ 141, we say that a finite 
dimensional P-module V has a good filtration dimension n if there is a 
resolution 
O+ V-,EpE,+ ... -+E,,+O, (1) 
where each i is a finite dimensional P-module with a good filtration and 
there is no such resolution of smaller length. We can also attach a 
homological dimension d(V) to V by means of the functors 0,: we say V 
has dimension d(V) = n if (R”0,) V # 0 for some saturated subset rr of X, 
and (R’O,) V = 0 for all saturated subsets c and i > n. We shall show that 
these dimensions are one and the same, i. e., d(V) = g. f. d. (V). First, we 
show that a finite dimensional (over K) P-module V has a finite 
homological dimension d(V). By the long exact sequence it is enough to 
prove that, for k E X,, there exists an integer N such that (R’O,) Lo(L) = 0 
for every i > N and saturated subset 7~ of X,. We prove this by induction 
on the cardinality of S(A)={psEXn: /L<~J), where pGnv, for ,M,vEX, 
means that q - p is a sum of elements of Sz. For L E X,, S(i.) is finite and, 
for )LE S(;i), p #II, IS(,n)l < IS(i)]. Assume that ,IE X, and that, for all 
r E Xn with IS(r)1 < IS(E (RIO,) L,(r) = 0 for all saturated subsets 7c and 
i greater than some constant N(r) (independent of n). We have a short 
exact sequence 0 + L,(R) -+ Y,,(j-) + Q + 0, where every weight ,D of Q 
satisfies peal (see [Ill, (1.52) (1.7.3)]). By (2.lb) we obtain 
(R’+ ‘0,) L,(A) = (R’O,) Q for all i > 0. Thus if M is the maximum value 
of N(r) as L,(r) ranges over all composition factors of Q (put M= 0 if 
Q = 0) we obtain (R’O,) Q = 0 for all i > M. Hence (R’O,) L,(L) = 0 for all 
i>M+l. 
We now show that d( V) > g. f. d. ( V). If d(V) = 0, this is true by (2.ld). 
Now suppose that d(V) > 0 and the result holds for all finite dimensional 
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P-modules v’ with d( v’) <d(V). Let E be the injective envelope of V and 
let 71 be the set of p E X, such that p < 5 for some weight 5 of V. Then we 
have a short exact sequence 
0-t V-+O,(E)+O,(E)/V+O. (2) 
Now O,(E) is a finite dimensional P-module with a good filtration, by 
[ 11, (12.1.9)], and so the long exact sequence and (2.1 b) above implies 
that d(O.(E)/V) = d(V) - 1. By the inductive hypothesis there is a 
resolution 
0 -+ O,( E)/V + F,, -+ F, + + F, + 0, (3) 
where Y = A( V) - 1. Splicing together (2) and (3) shows that g. f. d. ( V) 6 
r+ 1 =d(V). 
Finally, (1) and (2.1 b) implies g. f. d. ( V) > d( V) so we have d( V) = 
g. f. d. (V), as required. 
Now, we derive the main result of this section, namely the isomorphism 
between Ext,*,,, and Ext:, where A is the coordinate ring of P. Since 
inf: Mod(A(n)) + Mod(P) is exact, (l.ld) and (1.2a) gives R’O,z 
inf R/F,(x). Thus (2.1~) gives: 
(2.1 e) Every P-module belonging to n is F,,,,-acyclic. 
(2. If) THEOREM. For all A(x)-comodules M and N we have 
Ext;,,,(M, N) g Ext’,(M, N) 
for all r 3 0. 
Proof. For FE Mod(P), the image of any P-homomorphism A4 -+ V 
belongs to 71 (since M belongs to 7~). Thus we obtain a natural 
isomorphism Hom,(inf M, V) + Hom,(inf M, O,(V)). Since Hom,(inf M, 
O,(V)) is naturally isomorphic to Hom,,,,(M, F,(,, V) we have the fac- 
torisation 
Moreover, FACnj takes injectives to Hom,,,,(M, - )-acyclics by (l.ld). 
Thus, for VE Mod(P), we have a Grothendieck spectral sequence 
[ 19, 2.41, with E,-term Ext;(,,(M, R/F,,,, V), converging to 
Ext$(inf M, V). For V= inf N, the spectral sequence degenerates, by (2.le), 
and we obtain 
for all r 3 0. 
Ext;(inf M, inf N) = Ext;,,,(M, N) 
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2.2. Now, we suppose that P= G. Thus D = A and we put 
X+ =,I’,, the set of dominant weights and set Y(A)= Y,(i), L(i)= L.,(j,) 
for i E X+. We also take rr to be a finite saturated subset of Xi. We regard 
A = K[G] as a G x G-module with action defined by ((x, ~),f)(g) = 
,f(~ ‘gx), for x, J’, g E G, ,f~ A. For G-modules V, W we denote by V@ W 
the Kronecker product, i. e., the vector space V@ W regarded as a G x G- 
module with action (x, JJ)(U 0 IL’) = xu @YM’, for X, J’ E G, L‘ E V, )V E W. We 
have by [ 13, 1.41 (cf. [25, Theorem 21): 
(2.2a) O,(A) has a G x G-module ,filtration Mlith sections Y(1.) @ Y(E.*) 
,for i E TC, each occurring exactly once. 
Here i* denotes -w,i,, for i E X, where M‘~ is the longest element of the 
Weyl group. Restricting to G x { 1 } we obtain: 
(2.2b) The left G-module O,(A ) has a good ,filtration. Moreover, 
(O,(A): Y(i.)) is dim,Y(L)for 1~7~ and Ojbr AEX+\~C. 
This also follows from [ll, (12.1.3) (12.1.1) (1.1.4), and (1.1.2)]. 
In particular, from (2.2b), we have: 
(2.2~) A(n) = O,(A) has,finite dimension C,.,, df. 
Here d, = dim, Y(A), i. e., n, ,()(A + p, a(“)/n,> O(p, x”) by Weyl’s 
Character Formula (see, e. g., [ 11,2.2.7]) where p is half the sum of the 
positive roots. We define S= S(z) to be A(X)*, the dual algebra. By (l.la) 
and (2. If) Theorem we have: 
(2.2d) For all left S-modules M and N and r 3 0 M’e have Ext:(M, N) z 
Ext’,( M, N). 
We are regarding M and N as G-modules by applying first the inverse of 
the functorf or 1.1 and then inflation from A(n)-comodules to G-modules 
(i.e., A-comodules). One may now quickly deduce, from [S, (2.4)(b)], that 
S has finite global dimension. However, we proceed more slowly to give a 
bound on the global dimension. We define a flag of length n to be a 
sequence (A,, 2, ,..., i,) of dominant weights with 2, < 1, < < I.,. For a 
finite subset J of ,I’+ we define the length l(J) of J to be the maximum 
length of a flag in which each component lies in J. For 2~ X+, the 
length l(L) of ,? is the length of {I* E X+: p < I.}. 
(2.2e) For i, pEX+ bve have H’(G, L(i)@L(p)) = 0 fbr all 
i > l(L) + l(p). 
We argue by induction on I(;0 + l(p). If l(A) = l(p) = 0 then L(i,) = Y(L), 
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I,(p) = Y(p) (see [14, (1.5.2)]) so the result holds by [8, (3.3)] (or 
[ 11, (2.1.4)-J. Now, suppose that 1(i) + I(p) > 0 and i > l(i) + I(p). By sym- 
metry we may assume that %* $ p. We have H’(G, L(A) @ L(p)) G 
Ext&(L(A*), L(p)). The short exact 0 -+ L(p) + Y(p) -+ Q --, 0 gives, via the 
long exact sequence and [ll, (2.1.3), (1.4.5)], Ext;,- ‘(L(A*), Q) z 
Extc(L(A*), L(p)). Now if Extc ‘(L(A*), Q)#O we must have 
Ext:, ‘(I!,(,?*), L(u)) nonzero for some composition factor L(u) of Q. But, 
for any such u, u < ~1 [ 11, (1.5.2)] so I(u) <I(p) and Ext;: ‘(L(I,*), L(u)) z 
H’+ ‘(G, L(A)@ L(o)) = 0, by the inductive hypothesis. Hence 
ExtL: l(,!(A*), Q) = 0 and so 
H’(G, L(1)@L(p))=O. 
(2.2f) S(x) has finite global dimension less than or equal to 21(n). 
We must show that Ext’&,)(M, N) = 0 f or i > 21(7r) and all S(z)-modules 
M and N. By the long exact sequence we may take M and N to be simple. 
By (2.2d) it therefore suffices to prove that Ext’,(L(A), L(p)) =0 for all 
& p E rr. This follows from (2.2e). 
For A E X+ we let Z(i) be the injective envelope of the G-module L(A). 
We define 1(x; A)= O,(Z(A)). Note that Z(7c; j.) is injective as an A(X)- 
comodule, and hence (by ( l.la)) as an S(z)-module. Further, Z(n; 1) # 0 if 
and only if I. in. It follows that: 
(2.2g) For 1 E x, Z(n; jw) is the injectiue envelope qf L(l), regarded as an 
S( x)-module. 
We have, from [ 10, Remark 21: 
(2.2h) For J. E 7~, Z(rc; A) has a good filtrution and, ,for pin, 
(Z(n; 1”): Y(p)) is equal to the composition multiplicity [Y(p): L(I)]. 
3. CHEVALLEY GROUPS 
3.1. We wish to give another, more concrete, description of the 
algebra S(rc), in terms of the hyperalgebra. To deal with this alternative 
construction, over Z, we shall need the Z-forms of Chevalley and Kostant 
(see [6] and [26]). 
Let g be a complex, semisimple Lie algebra and let h be a Cartan sub- 
algebra of g. Let @ be the root system of g with respect o h and let A be a 
base for @. Let X be the set of integral weights of h and let X+ be the set of 
dominant integral weights, with respect to A. Let {X,: cz E @} u 
{H, : fl E A} be a Chevalley basis for g and let uz1 be the associated Kostant 
Z-form [26] of the enveloping algebra of g. 
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For a principal ideal domain R, we denote by 4?!R the hyperalgebra 
R Oz@. We call a 42R-module admissible if it is finitely generated over R 
and free over R. We denote by A.‘(aR) the category of admissible modules 
and module homomorphisms. Let R[4!] be the R-submodule of 4YX = 
HornJaR, R) consisting of those elementsf which satisfyf(1) = 0 for some 
ideal I of @R such that the left QR-module %!,JZ belongs to AY(@~). 
There is another description of R[@]. For ME&(%!~) with basis 
~2, ,..., m, the coefficient space cf(M) G 42: is the R-span of the coefficient 
functions f,, (1 6 i 6 t, 1 <,j < t) defined by the equations 
.ymi = 2 .f,,(X) m, 
for x E 42p and 1 < i < t. Then cf(M) < R[@] and cf( M) is independent of 
the choice of basis. The following is easy to check. 
(3.la) An elementfof d&s belongs to R[&] if and on1.v iffy cf(M),for 
some M E JV( 4YK). 
Note that @, and hence oaR, inherits from the enveloping algebra of g, 
the structure of a Hopf algebra. The comultiplication d: %YR -+ 4PR @,,3YR 
gives an R-algebra structure to 422 via the rule (fg)(y) = (fog) d(y), for 
J; ge L31/:, yE aR. For ii4, NE A?(@~) one has, in view of the Hopf structure 
on aR, a natural 0&R-module structure on M 0 RN. Moreover, M OR N E 
A’(qR) and ~f(M@~N)=cf(M).cf(N) so that (3.la) gives: 
(3.1 b) R[@] is an R-subalgebra of’%:. 
We have the following result, which appears in Kostant [26]. 
(3.1~) Z[@] is generated by cf(M) ,for any M E,&(%!) such that the 
weights of MC = C @a M, as a h-module, generate X. 
In view of the extreme importance to us of this result, we add here some 
details to the sketch proof given in [26]. Let ME,.&‘(@) be such that the 
weights of Mc generate X. Let ml,..., m, be a L-basis of M and let 
sI,~ Z[%] (1 < i6 t, 1 <j< t) be the corresponding coefficient functions. By 
definition, the Chevalley group G,, c is the subgroup of GL(MC) generated 
by the Chevalley generators x,, &, c (xc@,, tEC). Let yi, (1 <<it, 1 <<j,(t) 
be the coordinate functions of GL(M,) corresponding to the basis 3, ,..., t+i, 
of MC, where tij = 1 @m, (1 < i < t). Then the coefficient space cf(M,) of 
the G,, e- module M, is the C-span of {.z>: 1 d i 6 t, 1 S<j < t}, where f, is 
the restriction of rii to G,w, @. 
Let g, be the Chevalley lattice, i. e., the Z-span of the Chevalley basis. 
The representation 4V -+ End,(M) gives a representation 4Yc -+ End&M,), 
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by base extension, and so a representation g + End,(Mc) (by composing 
with g -+ @e). Identifying End&M,) with Lie(GL(M,)) in the usual way, 
we obtain a Lie algebra map q: g + Lie(GL(M,)). Specifically, q is the map 
such that q( Y)(rV) =fii( Y), for 1 < i 6 t, 1 d j < t, YE: g,. For each CI E @, we 
have a map x, : @ + --) G,, c, taking t to x,, ,,,,, c(t). It is not difficult to 
check that the differential dx,: Lie(C’ ) + Lie(G,, c) takes the usual 
generator (the map f(t) -f’(O)) to q(X,). Hence q(X,) #O and ME 
Lie(G,, c). It follows that q(g) = Lie(G,, c) and the restriction, say 
8,: g + Lie(G,, c), is an isomorphism. We have: 
(3.ld) There is a Lie algebra isomorphism 8,: g --) Lie(G,, &, satisfying 
O,( Y)(fl,) = fi,( Y), for all YE g, 1 < i < t, 1 <j < t. 
We shall also need to consider the hyperalgebra associated with an 
algebraic group. Let S be a linear algebraic group defined over a field k and 
represented by the Hopf algebra k[S]. Let !IJI be the augmentation ideal of 
k[S], i. e., %I = {f E k[S]: ,f( 1) = O}. The hyperalgebra of S is defined by 
by(S)(k) = {Jo E k[S]*: r(‘W) = 0 for some r > 0 ), 
where k[S]* = Hom,(k[S], k). Note that by(S)(k) is a subHopf algebra of 
the dual Hopf algebra of k[S], in fact by(S)(k) is exactly the irreducible 
component of the dual Hopf algebra. If the characteristic of k is 0 then the 
map @(Lie(G)(k)) -+ by(S)(k), from the enveloping algebra of the k-Lie 
algebra of S to by(S)(k), induced by inclusion via the universal property of 
the enveloping algebra, is an isomorphism [28, Corollary 13.0.31. Thus we 
have: 
(3.le) 0, extends uniquely to a Hopf algebra isomorphism 8,: 4PId, -+ 
MG,, c)(@). 
Thus we get a monomorphism of Hopf algebras $M: @[G,, c. + C[olll] 
given by $,+Af )(y) = g,(y)(f ), for fg @CG,, cl, Y E @. Identifying ZC@l 
with a subring of @[“lz] in the obvious manner, one can check that: 
(3.lf) tj,(f,)=f,for l<i<t, l<j<t. 
For a principal ideal domain R with Z G R c @ we let R[G,, c] be the 
R-subalgebra of @ [G,, c ] generated by the coordinate functions&. 
Restricting the domain and codomain of $M we obtain an algebra 
monomorphism t,,,,: R[G,, J + R[42]. 
Suppose that NE A%!(%~) is such that the weights of Nc generate X. By 
[27, Corollary 1 of Theorem 71, there is an isomorphism of algebraic 
groups [: G, c + G, c taking x,, N, &t) (a E @, t E C) to x,, M, c(t). We 
note that the diagram 
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commutes (follow the progress of the elements X, (a~ @)) and so we 
obtain a commutative diagram 
(3.lg) 
where [* is the comorphism of <. 
The first application of the diagram is 
from which we deduce: 
(3.lh) ti,,., is an isomorphism. 
We already know that It/M is a monomorphism. Let ,f~ C[&], then, by 
(3.la), ,f~ c;f( V) for some VE A’(%,.). Replacing V by V@ Me if necessary, 
we may assume that the weights of V span X. Choose N to be an 
admissible Z-form of V (see [26, Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 I). Then, by 
(3.lf), every coordinate function, computed with respect to a Z-basis of N, 
lies in Im $,,,. Hence cf( V)< Im $,v and, since Im ll/N= Im t/j,,,, we have 
.f’~ Im t/j ,,,, . This completes the proof of (3.1 h). 
In view of the isomorphism @ @,“li, -+ d&c, the natural map 
C @oQ[%] -+ C[%] is injective. However, Q[G,, c] is a Q-form of 
CCC,,,,, c] (see [4, Sect. 43) and $,,,,(Q[G,+,, J) < a[&] (where Q[@] is 
identified with the Q-algebra of f E @[%I such that f(@o) < Q) so that 
Q[%] spans @[@I as a C-vector space. Hence Q[%] is a Q-form of 
C[c&] and: 
U.li) $dQCG,, cl) = QCJO 
Thus we obtain from (3.lg): 
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(3.lj) [* induces an isomorphism Q[G,, J -+ Q[G,,,, J. 
By restricting [ we obtain a morphism q: 52,. c + d,, c on big cells (see 
[4, Sect. 41). One has a very explicit Z-form Z[O,,,,, c] (resp. Z[sZ,. c]) of 
a=[QM, c] (resp. C[Q,, J) and it is easy to check that generators 
of Z[Q,, c] (see [4,4.4]) are transformed by the comorphism 
q*: C[Q,, c] --, C[sZ,,.] into generators of Z[Q,,,,, J. Thus 
yI*vcQN, cl) d Z)CQM, ‘cl and, by considering the comorphism of the 
morphism on big cells Q,,,, c 4 R,,,, c determined by the inverse of q we 
get that v*(Z[Q,, J) = Z[.Q,, J. Moreover, by [4,4.9 Lemma], 
zCGjw, c1 = QCGM. 4 n ZCQ,. c1 and zCG,v, cl = OIIG,. (;I n z[IQ,, 6.1 
so we obtain from (3.lj): 
(3.lk) [* induces an isomorphism Z[G,, cl -+ Z[G,w, C] 
By the argument of the proof of (3.lh), any SE Z [Q] belongs to 
I/I~(Z[G,~ c]) for some faithful NEJ?‘(~&) so (3.lf) implies that 
(3.11) ti,GCG,w, cl) = Z[W. 
The image of Z[G,,,] under $M is, by (3.lg), exactly the subring 
generated by <f(M) so the proof of (3.1~) is complete. 
One may interpret the next result as a slight generalisation of the so- 
called “Verma conjecture” (see [7, 6.8 and 9.21 for a formulation and 
proof). 
(3.lm) For every principal ideal domain R, the natural map 
vR: R @,ZL[%!] + R[&], is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
I I 
R @,Hom,(q, Z) - HomR(%R, R) 
The vertical maps are 1 @i, where i: L[@] + Hom,(%, Z) is inclusion, 
and inclusion. It follows from the definition of Z[@] that Hom,(Q, Z)/ 
Z[%] is torsion free and hence flat. Thus the left-hand map is injective. 
Since %Y is a free Z-module, the bottom map is injective. 
For R a field, qR is an isomorphism by (3.11) and Cline, Parshall, and 
Scott’s proof [7, 9.1, 9.21, of Verma’s conjecture. (Actually in [7], the base 
field is algebraically closed but the argument works for an arbitrary field.) 
Now suppose R is a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and 
residue field F. Let (T be a generator of the maximal ideal m of R. Let 
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fER[@], which we view as a subring of KC%]. Then f is in the image of 
the map K @,Z[%] + KC%!] so there exists an n B 0 such that a’lf is in 
the image of 0: R @zL[@] ---f R[@]. Choose 12 as small as possible such 
that this is the case and suppose that x E R @,Z[@] maps to a”$ We have 
the following commutative diagram: 
R O,Z[SY] - RC@I 
If n > 0 then a’lf’maps to zero under the right-hand map. Since the bottom 
map is an isomorphism, x maps to 0 under the left-hand map and so x E m 
(R@,Z[@]). Hence x=04’ for some ~ER@,Z[@!]. Thus #f=&(y). 
Since R[@] is a torsion free R-module and f3 is injective, 0” -~ 'f = Q(JJ) 
belongs to the image of 8. This contradicts the minimality of n and so 
,fe Im 6 and 8 is surjective. Hence qR is an isomorphism. Now suppose that 
R is any principal ideal domain, K is the quotient field of R and S a 
valuation ring containing R. We identify R go Z[J&] (resp. S @z Z [‘%I) 
with a subring of K @,Z[4?] and R[@] (resp. S[%]) with a subring of 
K[%]. Let ,fe R[%]. Then .fgs[%] and so ,f‘=q,(x) for a unique 
element .Y of K @,Z[%]. By the valuation ring case, and the injectivity of 
qK, XE S @,Z[&]. This is true for every valuation ring S containing R. 
Since Z[%] is free over Z and R is the intersection of the valuation rings 
containing it, XE R @,Z[#] and f belongs to the image of vR. Thus qR is 
surjective and therefore an isomorphism. 
3.2. We continue with the notation of 3.1. For each ;1 E X+ there is 
a unique (up to isomorphism) simple, finite dimensional left g-module I’().) 
with highest weight A. We pick 0 #o E V(A)‘, the A-weight space, and let 
P’z(JV) be the g&z-module %zu. For an arbitrary principal ideal domain R, 
we form the %R-module I’(),),= R @z V,(n), which is called the Weyl 
module of highest weight i. We also define Y,(A) = Hom,( I’(;“*), R), the 
dual left %2c,-module. For a field K, I’(].), has a unique simple quotient 
LK(A) and {L,(A): AE X’ } is a full set of simple, finite dimensional left 
%i-modules. 
Let %“, be the R-subalgebra of 4VR generated by the elements H,., = 
1 @ (2) (a E A, m > 0). Every admissible %!R-module is the direct sum of its 
weight spaces. Let rc be a finite saturated subset of X+. We say an 
admissible left dQK-module M belongs to n if every dominant weight of M, 
with respect to @OR, belongs to n. If A4 is a daR-module we denote by D,(M) 
the sum of all admissible submodules which belong to rr. We define S,(n) 
to be the R-algebra JZ~/I~(X), where Z,Jrr) is the ideal of qR consisting of 
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the elements of “21, which annihilate every admissible U21,-module b longing 
to rr. Each weight of an admissible QR-module belonging to 7t is an element 
of the set P of conjugates of rc under the Weyl group. The finiteness of P 
ensures that there is a finite subset Y of the Kostant basis (see 
[26, Theorem 11) such that bm = 0 for every basis element b not in 9’ and 
every weight vector m of an admissible @‘U,-module M belonging to rc. It 
follows that IR(rr) contains almost all of the Kostant basis. In particular: 
(1) SK(n) is a finitely generated R-module. 
Let A,=R[@]. Then A, is a left %!R-module via (~.f)(y’)=f(y’y), for 
‘J, y’~Oli~, f E A,. One may check that 
(2) D,(A,) = z,(n*)‘-, where Z* = iA*: j, E rr} and, for ME 9&R, 
M’={f’~A.:f(rn)=O forallmEM) 
We now take the base ring to be an algebraically closed field F. Then A, 
is the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic group G say (see (3.lm), (3.lc), 
and [4, Sect. 4]), the universal algebraic Chevalley group. Let B be the 
negative Bore1 subgroup and T the maximal torus arising via the Chevalley 
construction. Then a subspace V of A,- is a %f-submodule if and only if V is 
a G-submodule (G acts on the left of its coordinate ring by right trans- 
lation). Moreover, invariant subspaces are isomorphic as @rmodules if 
and only if they are isomorphic as G-modules. An invariant subspace 
belongs to rr, as a %!P-module, if and only if it belongs to rr as a G-module. 
Hence we have, by (2.2b), (2.2~): 
(3) Dn(AF) has a good filtration with (I,(A,): YJI.)) = cl,, for jb E rr 
and 0 for i#rr. 
The fact that Y,(E,) corresponds to the module Y(Jb) for G follows from 
the universal property of the Weyl modules, [23, Satz 11). 
A Weyl filtration (see [24, Sect. 53) of an admissible %R-module M is a 
filtration with sections isomorphic to Weyl modules. The multiplicity of 
I’(%), in a Weyl filtration is denoted by (M: V(k),). 
(4) Let K be a field. Then S,Jrc), as a left qrmodule, has a Weyl 
filtration. Moreover, (SK(x): V(j.),) = dj., for E, E n and is 0 for 1.4 7~. The 
dual assertion holds for D,J A K). 
For K algebraically closed this follows from (3) and the isomorphism 
S,(x) -+ DJA,)* coing from (2). Moreover, for arbitrary K and any field 
extension L, one may check that there is an isomorphism SL(rc) -+ 
L O,s,(n), of ?QL-modules. Thus (4) follows from the special case and 
[ll, (11.5.3)]. 
Now let K be the quotient field of R. The natural map K ORAR + A, is 
an isomorphism, by (3.lm). It follows that D,(A.)=A.nO,(A,) and 
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that the rank of O,JAR) is equal to the K-dimension of C),(A,) which, by 
(4) and (2), is &=X2.. dz. Further, the definition of 0, ensures that 
A./D,(A.) is torsion free and hence flat. Thus any homomorphism R -+ F, 
into an algebraically closed field F, gives a monomorphism 
F ORDDn(AR)+DJAF). By dimensions, this map is an isomorphism. We 
obtain, from the dual of [14, (11.5.3)], that 0JA.) has a good liltration, 
with appropriate multiplicities. We obtain, via the isomorphism of left ‘r/,- 
modules S,( rr) --f O,,( A R)* coming from (2): 
(3.2a) S,(n) has a Weyl filtration with (SR(z): V(l),) = d,, ,for A E 7-c 
and 0, ,for 1, # 71. 
In a similar manner, with the aid of [ 11, (12.1.3) (12.1.6)] we obtain: 
(5) For a finite saturated subset? of A’+, containing n, D,(A,)/ 
D,(A,) has a good filtration and (DD,(A,)/D,(A.): YR(l)) = 0 for all 1. E 71. 
We can now prove: 
(3.2b) The natural map R @ zZz(z) + IR( 7~) induces un isomorphism 
S,(x) -+ R OzSA~). 
Let A =A,. We have a monomorphism DO,(A),= R @,D,(A) -+ A,. 
The rank of DD,(A), is d,, by (3.2a). But DJA),dXlJA.) and D,(A,) 
has R-rank d,, by (3.2a), so that D,(A,)/DJA). is R-torsion. However, 
A,I~,(A),~ (@n(A)), is torsion free, as an R-module, so we have 
D,(A). =DJA,). Now (3.2b) follows from (2). 
We now regard u&R as a @R 0 RJ&R-module via (y, @ y2) y = ;J, ~a(‘/,), for 
?I> Y2, YEV~/z, where e-: %R -+ d&R is the antipode. For admissible ~a~- 
modules V, W we denote by V@ W the R-space V OR W viewed as a 
u&R @R%K-module with action (y, @y,)(ti@w)=y, u@y2u’, for y,, Y~EJ&~, 
VE v, WE w. 
(3.2~) SR(n) has a O&R @R@R-module (and hence S,(n) @,SR(n)- 
module) ,filtration with sections V(n),@ V(l)R .for ~“ETC, each occurring 
exuctly once. 
First, take the base ring to be an algebraically closed field F. Then 
O,,(A,) has a G x G-module filtration with quotients Y(A)@ Y(A), 1.~ n*, 
by (2.3a) and the remarks following (2) so D,*(A,) has a JaP OF”&,- 
module filtration with quotients Y,(1,)@ Y,(A), A en*. Dualising, via (2) 
we obtain that S,(x) has a %!P @.@rmodule filtration with quotients 
V(l)F@ V(L),, AEZ The result for R= Z now follows by (3.2b) and 
[Ill, (11.5.3)] (regarding ez Oz%Vz as a Kostant L-form of the enveloping 
algebra of g 08). The result holds for all R by the case R = Z and (3.2b). 
We conclude with: 
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(3.2d) S,(x) has global dimension bounded by 2471) + 2. 
By (2.2f) and the remarks following 3.2. (2) the algebra Sp(rc) has global 
dimension bounded by 2471) for every algebraically closed field F. For 
every morphism q: R + F into an algebraically closed field F we have, by 
(3.2b), an isomorphism F @ R S,( n) + SF(x). Thus F ORSR( rr) has global 
dimension bounded by 247-c) for every such q. Since R is a principal ideal 
domain, S,(x) has global dimension bounded by 2471) + 2. 
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